
The 1st
 design

access control lock.
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When design
meets functionality.

An eco-system
of smart products.

The accessories are based 
on Bluetooth LE and can 
control multiple locks

FUNCIONALITY

A quick electronic input
releases the knob

LOW CONSUMPTION

The 1st design content,
smart furniture lock

AESTHETICS

The cutting-edge access 
control for furniture 
and lockers

INNOVATION

The closed knob is flush
and vandal resistant

SECURITY

Knob manual rotation is
a guarantee of reliability
in any condition

STRENGTH

DiLo actuates also 
rotating bars and 
multi-drawers

VERSATILITY

DiLo tracks any event or 
interaction with the knob

Locked Open/Closed

ACCESS CONTROL

Locked Open/Closed

The smart accessories (or a Mifare card or 
tag) can interact with our    locks via 
Bluetooth: Apple Watch, any iOS or Android 
smartphone, our wireless keypad and the 
remote control.

Main gateBuilding doorGarage

LockersInterior doors

LKR INVISIBLE LOCK FOR SMALL LOCKERS & MOREMade of: ABS, injection moulded

Dimension: Ø50mm, h.8mm

Knob:  Ø35mm, h.20mm

Battery duration: ≈ 30.000 cycles

Connection: Bluetooth LE

Designed by Alessandro Stabile

Made in Italy

Create an integrated eco-system with our      
smart       locks: all products can be man-
aged with the same technology, APP, portal 
and accessories. Any door, gate or locker is 
under your control!

LKR is the new “invisible” lock for furniture, small lockers, drawers and 
cabinets. It is always “ready to work”, in any condition since no internet 
connection is required. The smartphone and LKR interact via Bluetooth. 
LKR can be opened with alternative accessories: Bluetooth battery 
powered keypad, Mifare card, tag or remote control.

The new access control, smart lock for 
furniture and lockers. A unique and 
secure technology, the ideal solution in 
any environment: public and private. 

DiLo works with Sclak, an extremely 
secure digital platform, based on 
SHA256, a crypted communication 
protocol developed by NSA.

A user-friendly interface , the intuitive 
APP or web-based portal, make locks 
configuration and user management a 
really simple task and provide useful data 
at a glance.

Flexible and scalable, DiLo features 
Bluetooth based accessories and it can 
be integrated with our smart products, in 
an eco-system of intelligent devices. 

ALSO
AVAILABLE

Installation: from h.1mm to h.20mm


